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1.

Introduction

Open Science (OS) is an umbrella term covering a range of approaches that support transparent,
rigorous, reproducible, and replicable science. Ever since the “replication crisis” in many scientific subdisciplines surfaced [1], the credibility of scientific results has suffered, both within the scientific
community itself as well as in the public eye [2].
The current COVID-19 pandemic highlights the importance of transparent science and exchange of
research findings, which are core principles of OS [3]. Furthermore, OS practices help to maintain a
high level of research quality necessary to retain trust in scientific advances. Here, we want to address
three topics that we consider important for the science conducted in the Max Planck Society (MPS):
1. Transparent reporting of research workflows
2. Openly accessible research output
3. Creating incentives and support for OS practices
As the OS working group of the Max Planck PhDnet [4], we hereby address members of the MPS at all
scientific and administrative levels to start a dialogue on the benefits of OS for the MPS and the
implementation of OS practices.
2.

Current status of Open Science in the Max Planck Society

The MPS is the driving force behind many research projects, innovations, and initiatives, among those
some of the most significant Open Access (OA) initiatives. For example, the MPS has been involved in
the movement of OA since the Berlin Declaration [5] in 2003. It hosted some of the Berlin Open Access
Conferences and has spearheaded initiatives like Open Access 2020 and Project DEAL [6]. Furthermore,
the MPS has supported Open Con [7], a conference focused on Open Access and Open Data. More
recently, the MPS has restarted their Open Access Ambassadors program [8] to educate early career
researchers (ECRs, i.e., postdocs and DRs) from every Max Planck Institute (MPI). However, the
application of OA, and more broadly, OS practices within the society has been left to the interest of the
individual researcher.
In 2019, the OS workgroup conducted a survey amongst MPS-DRs to assess their level of familiarity
with and attitude towards OS practices. The survey revealed considerable differences between sections
of the MPS, some knowledge gaps, but also positive attitudes towards Open Data, OA and other
transparent research measures. A detailed report of the survey and its findings was recently published
[9].
The survey results and several OS initiatives at MPIs demonstrate the motivation for using OS practices
on all levels of the MPS. Therefore, we believe the time has come to establish collaborations between
ECRs, directors, group leaders, and members of the general administration (GA) within the whole MPS.
By sharing our knowledge and combining our efforts, the MPS can become an international leader in
transparent, rigorous, reproducible and replicable research.
3.

Incentives for the use of OS practices

There is increasing evidence that the use of OS practices is beneficial for individual researchers (DRs,
postdocs, group leaders or directors), as well as for the scientific community, and society in general. We
will discuss the benefits for these three groups below, focusing on both reproducibility & replicability
and accessibility. An overview of the respective OS practices can be found in the appendix.
Reproducibility & replicability
For the individual researcher, a reproducible workflow helps to keep a well-organized and welldocumented research pipeline, which makes the research less error-prone [10]. Articles with open data
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have been found to be cited more often [11] and more and more journals are even instating a mandatory
open data sharing policy (e.g., Cognition, Science, PLOS [12, 13]). Furthermore, open datasets can be
cited when assigned a DOI. Regarding benefits for the scientific community, open data and code allow
other researchers to check the work for errors, check its robustness by running different statistics on the
data, and attempt to replicate the study [13]. This will lead to scientific results that are valued based on
their verifiability instead of on blind trust in the researcher. By combining the openly available data on
similar topics, the results can be combined to strengthen the claims of individual studies.
The individual researcher benefits from preregistration because it might increase editors’ and reviewers’
trust in one’s methodological choices [14]. Moreover, it can protect against the reviewers’ pressure to
change hypotheses post-hoc (HARKing). Finally, an increasing number of journals encourage
preregistrations (e.g., Psychological Science [15]) and it is expected that preregistrations will become
more and more important in the evaluation of confirmatory research. Registered Reports have an added
benefit: results will be published independently of the study’s outcome. For the individual researcher,
this means that even unexpected or null-results can be published. Moreover, preregistration and
registered reports address the publication bias, a systematic problem in academia hampering the
trustworthiness and sustainability of research.
Accessibility
Publishing preprints benefits the individual researcher because it can increase the citations of the article
[16]. In addition, preprints often get helpful feedback by voluntary reviewers, especially if they are
shared via Twitter/social media, which allows researchers to address critique before publication [17].
Moreover, the online availability of preprints allows committees to take them into account for job and
grant applications. Generally, preprints help accelerate the speed at which information is distributed,
which is especially important in cases when new discoveries are time-sensitive, such as during a
pandemic or the climate crisis. At the same time, both researchers, science journalists and the public
need to be aware that content published in preprints has not been peer-reviewed and should be subject
to scrutiny before citation.
Publishing peer-reviewed articles OA has great individual, societal and ethical benefits. For the
individual, the research gets on average more citations, mentions, and downloads than non-OA papers
[18, 19]. Self-archiving of research results is often even a strict requirement by funding bodies. For the
scientific community, OA can contribute to more equity, since it allows all researchers, regardless of
their funding, to access all published research findings. What is more, the society as a whole can gain
free and public access to scientific knowledge. This is important and ethical since research is, at least in
Europe, mainly funded by taxpayers, but research institutions spend a lot of money on both subscriptions
and Article Processing Charges (APCs). Publishing OA means that those who paid for the research to
be conducted – the public, and those who did the work – the researchers, are ensured access to research
output.
4.

OS for ECRs

Even though engaging in OS practices has many benefits on the individual and societal level, especially
ECRs can also experience some downsides. Pursuing a transparent and reproducible workflow along
OS principles can be time-consuming, which is especially difficult for ECRs facing publication pressure
and short-term employment contracts. Moreover, the current publishing and funding system values
novel, positive results over rigorous cumulative science or replication studies. Even though efforts are
being made to reward quality over quantity (e.g., sfDORA), we argue that changing incentive structures
and research assessment practices is essential for ECRs, since it directly impacts their career chances. It
is also needed for systemic change: to keep people with experience in OS in academia and make it
attractive for researchers to engage in OS.
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5.

Strategies to accommodate OS practices in the MPS

In the following, we want to propose several strategies for the implementation of OS practices in the
MPS. We acknowledge that while discussing these measures, the scientific freedom of the MPIs and
their researchers has to be protected. We believe that only by combining a top-down and a bottom-up
approach we will be able to systematically evolve the way science is conducted in the MPS, thereby
sharing the responsibility and tasks.
In addition to concrete measures, we propose the initiation of a pilot project under central supervision,
where individual institutes or departments that already implement OS practices can lead by example.
(1) Infrastructure
We recommend the appointment of an Open Science Officer (similar to the EO officer/ Sustainability
officer) at every MPI to advise people on matters concerning OS or direct them to other sources. This
position should ideally be held by a permanently employed person. Furthermore, we would encourage
having a contact point for OS at the GA that together with the OS workgroup of the PhDnet can
coordinate the strategies on an MPS-wide level. We believe that this network will make it possible to
allow MPS researchers to transition to OS practices faster and more efficiently.
(2) Open Access Ambassadors (OAA)
With the OAA initiative, the MPS has created a network of interested ECRs with the potential to
establish a profound knowledge base on OS and OA topics, spread this knowledge into the MPIs
efficiently, and thus pave the way for a sustainable transition towards OA and OS in the long term. We
recommend strengthening this OAA program in a collaborative effort of the PhDnet, MPDL and GA.
(3) Training
To facilitate the widespread use of OS practices, we suggest a training on OS practices for ECRs with
a focus on the benefits for the individual researchers. Trainings could be coordinated with or hosted by
the OAA to a certain extent (see (2) above). Moreover, the OS working group of the PhDnet together
with the GA is planning to develop an introductory course that could be integrated into the Learning
Management System of the Planck Academy. Furthermore, we are planning to create information
packages on OS practices and tools that allow interested people to understand and apply them quickly
and from the beginning of their time in the MPS.
(4) OA Publications, preprints and postprints
We endorse the efforts of the MPS to continuously support OA publishing within our society, last but
not least by negotiating Project DEAL. In addition to this, we suggest that the MPS actively encourages
scientists to upload their manuscripts to the preprint server in their respective research area.
Furthermore, to utilize Green OA, postprints should be automatically added to MPG.PuRe [20],
especially for publications in non-OA journals. To implement these suggestions, MPIs should
collaborate with their librarians and the MPDL.
(5) Data management and storage plans
Researchers within the MPS collect large amounts of data during their affiliation with an MPI. Currently
there is no systematic way of managing or storing these data to allow their future access or reanalysis
by other interested researchers from inside or outside the MPS. A dedicated storage space for each MPI
to upload openly accessible data (to the extent that it is ethically possible and in accordance with data
protection regulations) is an important step to enable long term accessibility and use of a multitude of
datasets. Currently, the MPS hosts the Open Research Data Repository Edmond [21] through the MPDL.
We recommend improving the visibility and implementation of this service within the MPIs and to set
up its infrastructure according to the FAIR Data Principles [22] (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
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Reusable). Open Data can facilitate scientific exchange and collaborations between research groups,
thus increasing the overall impact of the data collected in the MPS.
Pilot project: Leading towards transparent and accessible research by example
Currently, there are already some MPIs, departments, or research groups, which have implemented a
wide range of OS practices. Here we would like to point out the MPI for Human Cognitive and Brain
Sciences (CBS) as an example. The MPI CBS has a very active Open Science Initiative in which not
only DRs but also postdocs and group leaders play an active role. In 2019, ECRs at the institute
organized two events on Open Science, hosting internationally known keynote speakers, stakeholders
of the academic system, and DRs from within and outside the MPS [23, 24]. Resulting from these events
and initiatives, the institute as a whole has now endorsed local preregistrations of projects, making it
mandatory to preregister neuroimaging projects within the institute database for future reference.
Building on examples like these, we propose that in a pilot project, OS pioneers amongst MPIs,
departments or research groups should be publicly announced and endorsed by the MPS headquarters
and rewarded for their efforts. At the same time, they should be subject to evaluation by a central
supervising body – e.g., an Open Science Officer in the GA, a taskforce consisting of senior and junior
researchers, and/or the scientific council – which monitors their implementation and consistent
application of OS practices regularly. All in all, this pilot project should serve the purpose of
highlighting actors within the MPS that are leading by example in transforming their research to more
transparency, accessibility and reproducibility. This will increase the incentives for other institutes and
researchers to follow this example, thereby, in the long term, helping the MPS as a whole to be a leading
organization in open and accessible research.
Rewarding and assessing research quality over quantity
To increase the incentives of applying the measures we suggest above and taking part in the pilot project,
efforts should be rewarded visibly. OS initiatives, individual researchers, group leaders, directors or
even whole MPIs prominently advancing OS should be awarded with formal recognition. In addition,
pioneer projects could receive additional funding (see the QUEST Center [25] or Fellow Programm
Freies Wissen [26] for examples).
Moreover, recently, the ethics committee of the MPS has developed new Guidelines for Good Scientific
Practice. Amongst other important topics that ensure responsible and trustworthy research practices, it
is stated that concerning personnel evaluation, "performance must be assessed predominantly using
qualitative benchmarks". We endorse this statement and suggest that applying OS practices should
serve as an additional marker of evaluation of the science conducted in a research unit, be it during
scientific advisory board meetings, the hiring of new directors or group leaders, or research group
applications.
6.

Conclusion

The MPS with its high international standing has the power to actively contribute to changing research
incentives, such that practices that are beneficial for individual researchers benefit the community at
large. We acknowledge the commendable efforts of the MPS in promoting and implementing OA,
however, other areas of OS should be encouraged more. We, the OS workgroup, hope to start
collaborating with the different organizational structures within the MPS to bring forth a systematic
change towards a broader implementation of OS practices. Thus, we will not only maintain and even
improve the high quality of research conducted in the MPS but can help lead the whole research
community towards a more sustainable way of conducting science.
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Appendix: Overview of Open Science practices
In the following, we address the two aspects of Open Science in more detail that have been discussed in
the discussion paper: Reproducibility & Replicability and Accessibility. We are aware that there are
many other aspects of Open Science that could be added. We particularly acknowledge the need for
science to ‘open up’ to researchers from diverse backgrounds, because we believe that equity, diversity
and inclusion should be integral parts of OpenScience. Within the PhDnet, this topic has been, and
continues to be, highlighted and discussed by the Equal Opportunities Working Group [1, 2].
1. Reproducibility and replicability
A reproducible research project is documented and reported transparently enough such that it can
theoretically be reproduced. A research project is replicable when, if the experiment is carried out
another time, this replication attempt will yield the same or similar results. Note that a reproducible
study is not necessarily replicable. Both reproducibility and replicability rely highly on transparency,
both in the reporting of the workflow, as well as in the reporting of the researchers’ choices during the
experiment.
Reproducible workflow
Research is a process that involves many steps, from defining a research question, literature review,
designing an experiment or planning field work, to collecting data or resources, analysing, synthesising
and disseminating the results. Independent of the specific discipline, keeping a well-structured and
transparent workflow is essential for assuring the reproducibility of one’s work and to counteract human
errors and biases.
There are multiple methods that can support researchers in adapting such a reproducible workflow. For
empirical research, documenting the experimental set-up and data-collection process should be done by
keeping a lab book and by meticulously documenting the research process in the Methods section of a
manuscript, for example with the help of checklists; moreover, preregistration can both increase
transparency and counteract human biases that impact reproducibility (see below). During data analysis,
all code should be thoroughly commented and documented; for this, version control programs can be of
great help. Moreover, after the project is completed, all data and code can be uploaded to open platforms
and thereby be made available to reviewers, readers, or anyone interested in the analysis workflow. Such
platforms are, for example, the Open Science Framework (OSF) [3], Dryad Digital Repository [4],
Zenodo [5], or Edmond [6] (a service offered by the MPS). re3data [7] serves as a platform to search for
repositories according to the user’s requirements. For both data and code, researchers should follow the
rules of good scientific practice in the annotation of their data and code in order to facilitate their reuse.
Preregistrations and Registered Reports
Preregistration is the practice of specifying the research plan (experimental design, hypotheses, and
planned analysis) before starting data collection. In clinical research, it has been a longstanding
requirement to preregister a study before conducting and publishing the study. In other fields, this
practice is fairly new, but it is becoming more and more common [8], appreciated, and even expected
by some journals [9]. Common platforms for uploading preregistrations are the Open Science
Framework and AsPredicted [10]. Preregistrations can be published immediately or put under an
embargo until the researcher decides to publish the preregistration (to avoid possible scooping).
Preregistration is an important tool to increase transparency [11]. This reduces selective outcome
reporting and can mitigate confirmation and hindsight bias [12].
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An extension of preregistrations are Registered Reports (RRs). In this publishing format, a researcher
submits a manuscript before data collection, i.e., without the results section and discussion, which is
peer-reviewed and, if deemed suitable, in principle accepted by the journal. If the researchers follow
their prespecified plan, the article is published regardless of the results of the study. RRs therefore have
the added benefit of mitigating the publication bias.
Preregistration and RRs are important tools to make the research process and researchers’ choices
transparent, and therefore contribute to making research more reproducible and verifiable.
2.

Accessibility

An important factor in doing transparent research is having access to knowledge and data. This allows
researchers to design experiments more thoroughly, save resources, and avoid repetitions of errors;
furthermore, it increases the use of published research findings. Therefore, it should be encouraged to
share results, data and code, to enhance open practises within the community.
Preprints and Postprints
Published articles go through several stages before becoming available to the public. First, the authors
submit the final version of the manuscript to a journal for peer review. At this stage, that is, before peer
review, the manuscript can be uploaded as a ‘preprint’ on a preprint server, and immediately becomes
publicly accessible. After the manuscript is adapted according to peer review and accepted to a journal,
but before having been formatted, the manuscript is called a ‘postprint’; this version can also be
uploaded to the preprint server as an updated version of the preprint, or on an OA repository. The
finalized article that is published in the journal is called the ‘publisher’s version’. Preprints are becoming
more common and are a means for authors to disseminate their research before peer-review. Among the
many ‘preprint servers’, the most well-known are: arXiv [13] or bioRxiv [14] (for a list of preprint
servers, see [15]). Preprints available there can be freely downloaded. In addition, the number of
publishers supporting the decision of authors to self-archive their postprint on repositories after
publication is increasing, enhancing the accessibility of post-peer review research articles.
Publishing
The implementation of OA practices, in which journal articles or books are freely available to everyone,
differs significantly between publishers and journals. Some journals (such as eLife, PLOS, or others)
offer full OA publishing by charging ‘article processing charges’ (APC), which is called ‘Gold OA’. In
comparison, most traditional publishers have subscription-based models with the option to publish under
OA conditions for an additional charge, called ‘Hybrid OA’. Additionally, the publisher may allow ‘selfarchiving’, meaning that the postprint can be archived after a certain time period on a repository of the
author’s choice, called ‘Green OA’ (specific journal guidelines can be checked in the Sherpa Romeo
repository [16]). Finally, there are journal that are fully open access, without charching APCs, called
‘Platinum/Diamond OA’. One important aspect to consider during publication is who owns the
copyright. It is common that authors give away the full copyright to the publishers when signing the
publishing contract, which limits the possibility of disseminating the research by the author. Instead, it
would be recommendable that authors keep the right to distribute their research, at the very least in the
form of self-archiving.
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